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Introduction
Speech communication services with wide bandwidth (100 Hz to 7 kHz) have become widespread. Wideband speech enables improvement in not only speech quality but also a speaker's voice characteristics. Since high realistic sensation is not possible in conventional telephony bandwidth (300 Hz to 3.4 kHz), it is not regarded as an evaluation factor of speech communication services. However, wideband speech communication enables this type of sensation. Therefore, to evaluate user perceived quality in wideband speech communication services, evaluation indices based on high realistic sensation should be added. Speaker identification accuracy is one such index. Regarding the elderly, providing speech communication services with high speaker identification accuracy for this demographic is desirable since the number of elderly living alone is increasing. Therefore, speaker identification accuracy for the elderly is an important evaluation index in speech communication services. To quantify speaker identification accuracy, it is common to conduct a subjective assessment test and regard the correct answer rate as speaker identification accuracy. However, the obtained results may vary depending on the evaluation test procedure or speech samples in the test. A subjective assessment test method for speech quality has been established as ITU-T P.800 [1] . To obtain stable results, this recommendation defines the evaluation test procedure and speech samples in the listening test. On the other hand, such definitions for quantifying speaker identification accuracy have not yet been established. For evaluating speaker identification accuracy, the following two requirements should be met. These requirements enable us to obtain stable results for speaker identification accuracy.
(1) Conduct experiment in which stable assessment is executed over time (2) Obtain evaluation value that has little dependence on degree of identification difficulty of unprocessed speech used in test as speaker identification accuracy. In previous studies [2, 3, 4, 5] , requirement (1) was significantly considered. Conversely, requirement (2) was not significantly considered in the previous studies. Since the degree of identification difficulty of the original paired speech sample used in the test depends on the speaker's voice characteristics, the correct answer rate may differ greatly if paired speech samples are selected randomly. To obtain stable test results, our proposed subjective assessment test procedure takes the above requirements into account. We verified the validity of this procedure from the obtained test results through a subjective assessment test for the elderly.
Procedure
To quantify speaker identification accuracy, it is common to conduct a subjective assessment test and regard the correct answer rate as speaker identification accuracy [2, 3, 4, 5] . After evaluators listen to two speech samples (hereafter, we call the two speeches to be evaluated "a paired speech sample"), they judge whether the two speakers were the same on a 5-point scale, "Same speaker", "Possibly same speaker", "Cannot decide", "Possibly different speakers", and "Different speakers" [6] . When the paired speech sample is spoken by the same speaker, "Same speaker" or "Possibly same speaker" is regarded as a correct answer. When the paired speech sample is spoken by the different speakers, "Different speakers" or "Possibly different speakers" is regarded as a correct answer. However, the obtained correct answer rate may greatly depend on the degree of identification difficulty of unprocessed paired speech samples. To consider requirement (2) , which relates to the dependency of selected speech on test results, we use a value that has little dependence on the degree. We obtain a correct answer rate for unprocessed paired speech samples and regard a value based on the relationship between this answer rate and correct answer rate for processed paired speech samples as an evaluation index of speaker identification accuracy. We call these unprocessed paired speech samples "reference sets". That is, the main purpose of the correct answer rate for reference sets is to decrease the effects of the degree of identification difficulty of unprocessed paired speech sample on test results. However, a correct answer rate for elderly evaluators is lower than that for evaluators with high hearing ability. Therefore, it is not adequate when considering requirement (2) to use a correct answer rate for reference sets obtained from elderly evaluators. Therefore, we obtain a correct answer rate for reference sets for evaluators with high hearing ability. To quantify speaker identification accuracy based on reference sets, the following steps are executed (Fig. 1) .
First, we prepare many paired speech samples and apply them to each signal processing. Next, the same evaluators conduct a speaker-distinction procedure for all processed paired speech samples, and the correct answer rates are calculated. However, to evaluate speaker identification accuracy for elderly evaluators, we also obtain the correct answer rates of reference sets for evaluators with high hearing ability. Finally, the ratio of the correct answer rates for the processed paired speech samples to that for reference sets is regarded as the speaker identification accuracy for that specific speech communication environment. Thus, we exclude the effect of identification difficulty for each paired speech sample on the obtained value related to speaker identification accuracy. This metric of speaker identification accuracy can be used to compare the results of two conditions with different speech processing.
3 Verification of proposed test procedure
Test conditions
We prepared 378 speech samples of 42 Japanese speakers (21 females and 21 males). We used conversation samples based on "Example of a Rechard's task" in P.805 Appendix VII [7] . We recorded two-speaker conversations at 48-kHz sampling and 16-bit linear pulse code modulation (PCM) in our laboratory. We extracted 9 speech samples of 4 seconds from each of the 42 speakers. By combining 2 speech samples, we created 100 paired speech samples; 50 paired speech samples with the same speaker and 50 paired speech samples with different speakers. Among each of the 50 paired speech samples, those of each sex were 25. We defined paired speech samples consisting of two speech samples spoken by the same speaker as "Paired speech samples with the same speaker" and paired speech Next, we discuss the speech processing conditions. In this test, five frequency bandwidth limits were used as the speech processing conditions. The cutoff frequency of the low pass filter (LPF) for each condition is 2, 3.4, 5, 7, and 14 kHz. The cutoff frequency of the high pass filter (HPF) for each condition was 100 Hz. We investigated the effects of high frequency bandwidth limits. All paired speech samples were bandwidth-limited on the basis of these five conditions, and we used an unprocessed condition (bandwidths from 100 to 20 kHz) for the reference sets. We conducted the subjective assessment test procedure for 40 elderly evaluators (20 females and 20 males) between the ages of 65 and 79. They judged whether two speakers in one paired speech sample were the same according to the five categories that described in Sect. 2. These categories were in Japanese in this test. Each evaluator listened to all paired speech samples with binaural headphones in a sound-proof test booth. The listening level was based on ITU-T P.800 [1] . The order of paired speech samples was different for different evaluators.
Test results
The results show that a drop in the correct answer rate was not found for paired speech samples with the same speaker. That is, this rate is not adequate to use as an index representing the difficulty of speaker identification caused by bandwidth limitation. Therefore, we analyzed the test results using the correct answer rate of paired speech samples with different speakers. However, to delete the bias of the evaluation, the number of paired speech samples with the same speaker and paired speech samples with different speakers should be the same in one subjective assessment test.
To confirm the validity of reference sets, we analyzed the results for the two indices. Q 1 : Correct answer rate for each condition Q 2 : Ratio of the correct answer rate for each condition to that for reference sets To investigate the independence of the selected paired speech samples for these two indices, we divided paired sample sets with different speakers into two groups (i) and (ii) and compared the evaluation indices for each group. It is preferable that there is no difference in the results between groups (i) and (ii). Table I lists the results for groups (i) and (ii) when Q 1 and Q 2 were used. For the difference in the results between groups (i) and (ii), the difference in Q 2 was smaller than that of Q 1 since Q 2 can take into account the difficulty in speaker identification for the original paired speech sample. Therefore, to define Q 2 as an evaluation index of speaker identification accuracy leads to results that are independent of the selected speech samples.
We executed the same subjective assessment test as that discussed in 3.1 for 24 evaluators (12 females and 12 males) between the ages of 20 and 39 with high hearing ability. We show the relationships between the results of two tests for elderly evaluators and evaluators with high hearing ability in Fig. 2(a) . The horizontal axis shows the LPF cut-off frequency and the vertical axis shows evaluation indices Q 2 for each condition of LPF cut-off frequency obtained from these two tests. The comparison with the results of the two tests in Fig. 2(a) show that elderly evaluators are not so much affected by bandwidth limitation compared to the evaluators with high hearing ability since the correct answer rate of reference sets for elderly evaluators is low. That is, if we use Q 2 , which is calculated from the correct answer rate for only elderly evaluators, we cannot consider the degradation in speaker identification accuracy for elderly evaluators except for bandwidth limitation. Therefore, when we use Q 2 , we must use a correct answer rate of the reference sets for evaluators with high hearing ability to quantify speaker identification accuracy for elderly evaluators. If we use Q 2 , we can understand the relationships of speaker identification accuracy between elderly evaluators and evaluators with high hearing ability, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b) . Therefore, Q 2 based on correct answer rate of reference sets for evaluators with high hearing ability is the most appropriate evaluation index to quantify speaker identification accuracy for elderly evaluators. 
Conclusion
We proposed a subjective test procedure to quantify speaker identification accuracy for speech communication services of bandwidth-limited speech for the elderly. The proposed procedure is based on the concept that stable results are obtained. The results of this subjective test show that reference sets enable a decrease in the dependency of the prepared speech sample on the results; thus, more stable results were obtained.
In the future, we plan to validate the proposed test procedure for background noise or speech coding.
